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Candidate's Name: 

Momen 

Tutor's Name 

Shady 

Level 

Upper-intermediate 

Number of Ss 

4 

Framework: 

Product approach 

Main Aim & Sub-aim 

Writing & Function 

TP 

1 

Date 

04/14/2019 

Started at: 

4:10 

length: 

45 minutes 

Overall Comment on planning  

- Your timing for lead-in is inappropriate. - You wrote some genre analysis procedures as part of 

the exposure stage. - You did not submit your language analysis Momen 

Planning Strength 

1.1 aims,1.5 interaction patterns 

Areas to work on 

1.2 stages,1.7 timing,1.8 analysing language 

Overall Comment on teaching 

- Lead-in 3:20 PM: Nice techniques used here 3:27 PM: content feedback: please do not echo 

your students' answers. 3:30 PM: You are discussing water uses with your students as part of 

feedback. 3:32 PM: You asked students to read underline the key words in the IELTS task. 3:35 

PM: feedback: echoing is still happening. 3:35 PM: You asked students towrite synonyms and 

paraphrases for the key words. However, you asked an unnecessary ICQ here. Your pace is 

slow here, Momen. Now how do you say 'charts': is it / tʃɑːts / or / tʃɑːtɪs /? 3:38 PM: Now please 
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make sure you proofread your HOs for inaccuracies: HO.2 3:38 PM: Ss are answering questions 

1-4 3:41 PM: Open class feedback - Exposure 3:42 PM: Please stop echoing your students' 

answers. 3:44 PM: Ss are reading the product. 3:45 PM: answer key given 3:47 PM: Students 

are matching each paragraph to its description. 3:48 PM: feedback: echoing again. 3:50 PM: 

TTT is really high here: please give time to students to think about your questions and give 

answers. 3:51 PM: How do you say 'asked'? Please check your pronunciation of the suffixes: -s 

and -ed. 3:52 PM: Please avoid overwhelming your students with material; few effective 

activities are better than many that are not. 3:55 PM: pair checking 3:56 PM: What are 'contra-

actions'? You mean 'contractions'. The Writing Task 3:38 PM: please give students some time to 

answer your own questions. Now only six minutes are left for the writing task. There was not 

time for students to finish the tasks or give feedback. 

Teaching Strengths 

2.4 rapport,5.9 feedback,6.1 punctuality 

Areas to Work on 

3.1 TTT,5.7 instructions,5.10 pace,6.6 submitting plans and materials in time 

Grade: 

Pass 

Tutor's Signature  

Shady Abuyusuf 

Candidate's signature 

Momen 

 


